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“Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong.” 
(1 Corinthians 16:13)

“The CBO’s report about ObamaCare’s effect on the 
labor force is the silver bullet that conservatives have 
been waiting for. The question is: Will GOP leaders take 
the ‘kill’ shot?” –Dave

When I speak of 
taking the ‘kill’ 
shot I’m using 
the term meta-

phorically as my buddy Steve Deace always 
says. What it means is finishing off your foe 
in the battlefield of politics. 

The Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) 
report on ObamaCare’s effect on the 
workforce is devastating news, and no 
matter how much the liberal media tries to 
spin it as good news, it is not.

The White House’s response would be 
hilarious if not taken seriously by the MSM 
and low-information voters. However, you 
can always tell the level of panic at 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue by the “ingenuity” of 
the canards they release.

With this excellent opportunity of course 
the GOP Congressional leadership leaped 
on the opportunity and are now pushing 
for the complete repeal of ObamaCare.

They’ve come out with a media blitzkrieg, 
phone call and fundraising campaign to 
bring a voter tsunami to DC and finally kill 
the leviathan ObamaCare.

No they haven’t. That’s just delusional and 
wishful thinking on my part. Silly me, just 
because I would have steamrolled the 
White House, Democrats, and MSM with a 
massive effort to use the CBO report to 
laser paint a precision bomb target on 
them, doesn’t mean the Republicrats 
would. No, quite the opposite. 

Do a web search of “republican response to 
CBO report on ObamaCare” and notice 
what comes up. Nothing from Republicans 
dated 2014. Oh there is plenty of MSM 
countermeasures to conservative media 
reports, but nothing from the GOP.

Speaker Boehner’s blog has one small post 
by Katie Boyd. Click her name and it goes 
to Twitter. Once again, Republicrats are 
snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.
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From the founders

Regardless of Chief Justice John Roberts and his lefty Supreme Court allies’ 
decision, ObamaCare is unconstitutional and would never have been passed by 
any Congress in our first two hundred years of existence. It must be repealed. 
Our Founding Fathers would demand and settle for nothing less.

“With respect to the words general welfare, I have always regarded them as 
qualified by the detail of powers connected with them. To take them in a literal and 
unlimited sense would be a metamorphosis of the Constitution into a character 
which there is a host of proofs was not contemplated by its creators.” James 
Madison, letter to James Robertson, April 20, 1831

Promoting the general welfare, as stated in the Preamble of our Constitution, means 
allowing the free market to work with the minimum amount possible of government 
intervention. One of government’s roles is to protect the unalienable right to the pursuit of 
happiness. It does not mean guaranteeing all peoples’ happiness.

What big government proponents are doing is providing for the general welfare for the 
people and that is what a statist government does. The motivation is not for the good of 
the people but for the control of the electorate. Make them dependent upon government 
for their basic needs and you’ll have loyal voters for a lifetime. This is behind the push for 
amnesty towards illegal aliens. It is manipulative and a move of political power absorption.

Congress could stop the ObamaCare madness if they so desired. All it takes is two-thirds 
majority in each chamber to overturn Obama’s inevitable veto of any bill that repeals 
ObamaCare. With the current legislature that is a pipe dream. However, the House of 
Representatives could defund ObamaCare, which would end any implementation of it. 
With the current House GOP leadership, that too is a pipe dream.

The midterm elections of 2014 is WE the People’s chance to change the legislature 
completely and stop funding the madness that is governmental policy.
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From the pulpit
“Now what we see today in Proverbs 28:1 is a powerful confirmation of that 
truth. It says, ‘The wicked flee when no one is pursuing, but the righteous 
are bold as a lion.’ In other words, there is a correlation between 
wickedness and fear on the one hand, and righteousness and courage on 
the other hand.” Pastor John Piper, “The Righteous Are Bold as a Lion” 
sermon, May, 1993.

Why is the Congressional GOP leadership so fearful of Barack Obama and the MSM? 
Could it be for the reason Pastor Piper states in his sermon? Are GOP leaders guilty of 
unrighteous acts so much so that they are afraid of being exposed and held accountable? 
Have they so compromised godly principles that all moral courage has evaporated from 
their lives?

This is not mere hypothetical supposition on my part; these are valid question that require 
honest answers. Why? We deserve answers to the continual cowardice on the part of the 
GOP leadership. Why are they so afraid to do the obvious right thing?

Are these powerful leaders stained by filthy mammon that they can no longer serve 
righteously? If not, should not the answer be an obvious “no”? The old saying of “Where 
there is smoke, there is fire,” was never more true than when applied to elected 
representatives.

Let’s take Speaker of the House John Boehner for example. Never have I seen a 
politician so unprincipled than Boehner. Just this past week he flip-flopped on what 
seemingly was a principled stand on awarding amnesty to illegal aliens. Suddenly, he 
says he can’t trust Barack Obama to implement immigration law. As though trust in 
Obama ever existed! So what changed Boehner’s mind? He was about to be fired as 
Speaker of the House. So his convictions are wrapped in a cocoon of desiring power.

There have been rumors about Boehner of marital infidelity and while we deal in only the 
truth, again the smoke-fire analogy is often accurate. If the Speaker has been unfaithful to 
his wife, and the Obama Administration has proof, does anyone doubt that Obama would 
use it as blackmail leverage against the Speaker? Let’s hope it is only rumor because if 
we have a morally-compromised Speaker, then things are worse then we thought.

It is this type of wickedness that brings the fear of judgment.

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2014/02/06/with-anger-brewing-boehner-puts-the-brakes-on-amnesty
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ObamaCare must be repealed and the only way that will happen is for there to be a 
revolt in Congress. To overcome the unlikelihood of this happening, WE the People 
are going to have to force Congress’ hand. We are going to have to make our 
voices heard, loud and clear. Here are some suggestions.

1. Contact your congressional representatives and let them know that you want 
ObamaCare repealed.

2. Contact the White House and let Barack Obama know that you support the 
repeal of his signature healthcare program. Let the White House know that you 
will not give up until this egregious law is overturned.

3. Contact Speaker of the House John Boehner and demand (politely) that he allow 
legislation to repeal ObamaCare be brought to the House floor for a vote.

4. Contact Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and demand (politely) that he allow 
legislation to repeal ObamaCare be brought to the Senate floor for a vote.

5. Contact Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell and demand (politely) that he 
work to have legislation repealing ObamaCare be brought to the Senate floor for 
a vote.

6. Encourage your friends, relatives, associates and neighbors to do the same. We 
need a concerted effort to let Washington know that we want an end to 
ObamaCare.

I know I’ve asked a lot of you this week as it pertains to calling, emailing, and faxing 
our national leaders about repealing ObamaCare. I’m doing so because with this 
being a congressional midterm election year and the latest CBO report on 
ObamaCare, our golden opportunity to get this done has never been greater.

WE the People have to let Washington know that no excuse will be tolerated; not 
ObamaCare is the law of the land (segregation used to be the law of the land), nor 
the Supreme Court’s has already ruled on ObamaCare (see the Dred Scott case). 
We must put pressure on Washington to act, and to act now.
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